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US. BAOSt3 Toen seed to show Mr.  

2 White and let his -

MR. RRIWEARTt Okay. Let's do that.  

(Brief pause.) 

5  MR. CRAROPPFF off the recor4 

* (Whereupon, a discussion enserd off 

7 the record.) 

* MR. RXIIAIRT Okay. I stand corrected 

9 I do not see the naes bhere.  

to MR. CBARPOFFr Okay. Do you want to 

Srestate your question? 

12 MR. RKIWRART: '11l have to do a little 

' -- I'll have to dig some to get the document 

14 I need, so I'll come back to that.  

.is , 1 MR. RKINART: 

6 Are you telling ur that the group of 

' s on-TVA ezpe«.s is pcrisrity Messrs. Tel-y, 

to Bristo, Drctlett and l.rkebo2 

i' KS. BAUSER: I'* going to object

I 

I 
I 

5 
S 

£ 

I 
V 

a

because I want to make a statement.  

MR. RIIKIARTt That's fine.  

MS. BAOUSR: I testitfied about this 

sabject yesterday and be gave all the nases 

and **'ve gone all through ther. now, 

there's an ob)jc.ion in a court of law 
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called asked and answered and I want to 

be patient here, but to ask his the same 

and twice, you know, you get two bites 

at the sease apple in effect, but if you 

repeat the same question over and over 

again -- this is a bard enough process 

going over two days. I think you ought 

to hone oat those questions that have 

already been asked. *I's not going to 

a thes differently other than being 

too tired and making a mistake. ae's 

testified absolutely to th best of his 

ability on several occasions and I 

don't think it's appropriate for you 

to be repeating the same question a 

third time.  

MR. RIINEART: Okay. 1 bave to 

disagree with you. TYesterday we talked 

about two groups -

MS. BAUSER: Be pointed to this 

letter yesterday.  

MR. ASINEART: We didn't specify -

I didn't in my mind get it specified 

for as who they were, that they were 

this group, point one.

C-
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Point two, he did give as a list 

yesterday but now be's hoting in a 

lit Ie bit more and I'S asking hin based 

on that list he gave uS I believe, and 

I want to verity, that bh's saying this 

group of non-TVA experts was primarily 

Mr. Kelly, Euston, Drotleff and 

Kirkebo. I believe I beard that and I 

want to clarifty that. If not, I need 

to be corrected.  

TEb WITEBSS: go, I have stated 

yesterday and again tcday that -- in 

fact, I've even gone further to say that 

Mr. Kelly is a QA individual and if we 

want to -- we're trying to kind of 

divide this group into people that were 

-- that have a lot of association and 

ess A association and ess association 

and'ess* association, and I's trying to 
A 

answer it as best I can. I *aid Mr.  

Kelly, Mr. buston, Mr. Kirkebo, Mr.  

Drotleff, Mr. Wegaer, and then I go 

down the list to the point where I 

get to Mr. Benry, Nr. Sullivan, Mr.  

BrodsKy that Z know I had discussions 
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20« 
I with at various times on some points 

2 of this.  

I BT MR. REIMBART: 

4 Q Okay. Let no tell you what I think you 

S told me. Kelly, REuston were primary QA.  

* A That's correct.  

7 e***avy involvement.  

I A That's correct.  

9 0 Drotleff and Kirkebo, primary 

I O engineering, heavy involvement.  

I A YTes, in the engineering sense, but 

I 12 obviously it's primarily QA effort and so less 

13 inTvolvement. For example, I spent more time with 

i Kelly and with Buston than I did w** . kcLeco and 

15 Drotleft.  

t16 0 Okay.  

17 A And we can categorize it that way.  
S 

S0 Okay. Now, how about the others.  

Sto Could you kind of characterize the eztent of the 
* 

0 involvement of the others.  

21 A Well, I tried to do that by saying that 

I at various times I would ask then various 

23 questions. Involvement at one time was different 

, than it was at the other.  

25I 0 But I's asking in the contest of this 

AAA REPORTING COMPANY. INC.  
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I letter where we said the group of highly 

2 experienced non-TVA experts reviewed this grow 

3 findings. r think we said these people to son 

4 extent revie*ed Lunkin's findings. And what I 

S trying to get a feel for is who and to what 

6 e*tent reviewed Lundin's findings.  

7 A I's not knowledg.abLe of the -- you 

I bha to ask those idilviduals.  

9 a Is that not -

10 A There certainly is no question of tl 

it first two or four. Past that I'o not 

12 knowledgeable of to what degree and how they 

13 it.  

t 0Q As I correct -

A Because Mr. Lundin -- you know, thi 

6 group's findings -- Mr. Lundia's letter. and 

17 again it depends -- you'd have to ask them, y 

is know, what they sade out of his Letter, if th 

1 saw bis letter. I -- to my own knowledge I 

Stell you that.  

21 0 okay.  

MR. WILLIANSON: Let me ask -

23 IXAMINATION 

Y B MR WILLAMKSON: 

25 save we established who wrote thLs
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Sletter? TYoU signed it but you obviously didn't 

2 write it.  

3 A go. I'm not sure what it says on bhere 

4 I think Mr. Wegner certainly -- wbhether he wrote 

5 it or whether he worked on it, I certainly 

* discussed the letter with his.  

7  It might be helpful to explain how the 

I letter came up, as a matter of fact. In 

* discussions with -- to the best of my 

10 recollection with Mr. Eugh Thompson, he suggeste 

11 1 write such a letter.  

12 BIAMIWATIOm 

13 sy Mi. aREINART: 
» 

14 Y Which letter are we talking about? 

s15 A The June 5 letter.  

16 0 Bugh suggested you write the letter? 

17 A Mr. Eugh Thompson at one point, I 

ii believe, suggested I write the letter. I think 

19 Mr. Jim Taylor at one point suggested it. I 

20 believe Mr. Stello at one point suggested it.  

2y And I wrote the letter in trying to explain this 

n issue, but -- so it's important to understand I'l 

23 trying again to respond in this case to a verbal 

2 request from sore than one individual that, qee, 

Swhy don't you write us another letter and ve'll 
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put tbhis wole thing behind us. And we attempted 

to do it in a common sense approach. I don't 

know whethebr Mr. Kelly was the initial drafter, 

Mr. Wegner, Mr. -- as I say I certainly discussed 

it with several, including Mr. Wegner.  

2ZAMIMATIOX 

BT MR. WILLIAMSONt 

o Just a tollowup question. Do you 

recall having any discussion with Mr. Kelly about 

this Letter? 

A not specifically but I'm sure that I 

did. You know if you bhad said on what day -

o And would he have supported this 

response? 

A I believe so. I believe so because it 

sets forth, you know, the things that be 

obviously told me were going on and being 

responsible for it.  

ZIANINATION 

BT MR. RKINUARTt 

a Did anybody ever suggest to not write 

that letter? 

A Not to my knowledge.  

O Okay.

MR. REINBART: Did y ou have a question? :

AAA REPORTING COMPANY. MIC.  
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MR. MKRPRTt That's the question I 

2 was going to ask.  

3 BT MR. REIWRARTt 

4  Q Mr. White, in the fifth paragraph, the 

Ss last paragraph on the first page, you say you 

6 restate the conclusion and you say there baa been 

I? no pervasive breakdown in the quality assurance 

I I progra and then you had -- If there had been one 

S I9 period less, an elipsis tbere. You did not 

8 10 include the rest of tbe statement that you were 

11 overall in compliance with the gA program. What 

J 12 was the reason for not including that last part? 

13 A It wasn't -- you know, no specific 

I 14 reason. You know, I ** 

IS 0t Q Did this mean -

1 A It didn't mean it didn't change, of 

S17 course not.  

i i 0 Did your series of dote there mean in 

t9 essence that -

20 A The rest of it.  

S21 0 -- te rest of it? 

Sn A The common sense way, yes. The rest of 

23 it.  

It ;0 Okay.  

NR. MURPSY: Let me ask you a question.  

AAA REPORTING COMPANY. INC.  
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BT ma. MURvr:T 

0 Now, I'm reading out of the book that 

lyou all presented to us, right? That does have 

the certification and you can clarify as to 

whether what in the world this means, but those 

statements which are provided for eaclosure in 

Mr. White's submittal to tbohe RC TVA corporate 

position dated 20 February, 19f6 as revised below 

concerning the NSRS conception of construction 

processes in general they are accurate, true and 

complete to the best of my knowledge. The input 

should also be included in the executive summary.  

As I led to believe that this latter 

was -- there was a letter prepared on the 20th of 

February and that didn't get until the 20th of 

March? I mean what are we talking about? 

There's about three or four of them in there, so 

I'm very curious. Maybe you can explain that to 

at.  

A What are you referring to, what that 

statement means? 

0 That certification, what are we 

certifying tc '

A Nu Dber one, I have no way of knowing



j by it*& dated that date.  

I Q weil, it's not fust that one. If you 

Ila on there's quite a few of them. I mean go 

theabod and look on the others, there's other 

eTrtificates.  

SeS. BAUSIlEt You mean why tbh date& 

Sare* ia that time frame? That's what 

6 *you're asking? 

* MR. MRPftt *es..  

Ji t TEn WITlESSt Let ms say that early 

Sn  on in the procedures I think in a conver

12 sation with Mr. Wegner, it may have been 

13 with my attorney, Mr. Edgar, I'a not 

Ssureto, I was told in sometbing as important 

is as this type of document it's wri. to 

16 ensure that the guy siganin, providing 

II7 you that information, is willing to 

is attest formally -

Sit BT MR. MUaRPT: 

I 0 o b , I understand that. My question is 

21 they're attesting to your letter of 20, February, 

I j 1915, unless I read that -

23 A go, no.  

9 nS, BAUSER: They're attesting to your 

25 letter of March 20, 1916.  

AAA REPORTING COMPANY. INC.  
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SMR. MUrart Well, what does that say? 

2 MS. BAUSSO : In February 20, 1'1.  

S$iy nR. KrrPyT: 

4 Q What are they attersing to? 

It A They're attesting to the part in this 

&lease that Mr. Maxwell -

7 Q I's going to read that again. Mayb* I 

a just istread it.  

9 A Just what -- he's attesting to bhis 

to part.  

it 0 The date is what I's talking about.  

T12 MR. CRARNOFF: Are you asking why 

T3 would those -

14 MR. HURPBT: I'm not asking why -

15 let as read this to you, because maybe 

Sj I just -

17 The statesents waLch are provided for 

II enclosure in Mr. White's submittal to the 

t9 URC giving TVA's corporate position dated 

2C 20 February, 1986.  

21 TI W1ITINSSi The question then is 

Sdoes tbhe date of February 20, 'SI refer to 

j his letter or refer to the statements? Is 

that your question? 

"BY MR. MURPBY:



QO o. I would hope -- I think they're 

2 talking about a letter and the reason this even 
3 caught my eye is because also there's a 

concurrence from Mr. Whitt dated 20 February, 

SI1986, and what I's asking you is was there a 

6 jletter prepared by the 20th of February, 1986 

7 giving your corporate position? 

I I A I have no idea. If there was, I didn't 

9 see it. I think what this refers to -- let me 

10 say wbat I think this refers to is the 

1 j individual, in this case Mr. Maxwell, is saying 

S1 his part, his part of this thing, he and his 

13 imsediate supervisor, iamediate sanager, are 

g 14 saying the information ve're providing to this 

Sis letter that White is going to sign 

S1 0 Dated 20 February, 19S6.  

S'17 A no. go, no. I don't read it that way.  

J 18 I guess it could have been. Yeah, I understand 

X lq what you're saying. It may very well -- I don't 

( %know.  

21 0 Okay. That's fine.  

SA There say have been.  

23 M R. CBAROPFr: ror your information, 

2d the document you gave us which you t;o< 

2. 1 out of your file we gave you from Burdesr 

AAA REPORTING COMPANY. INC.  
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Revision 4, It was dated, what, at Least 

2  it had a bandwritten date of February 

3 L9th.  

4 MR. MURPlT: Sure, that's hbat I'V 

S 5 saying. I seen itL --t 

6 MIR. CEAREOrFt Maybe they were 

7 thinking about putting out a letter on 

I about the 20th.  

S 9 MR. MuRPRT: Well, that's whbat I's 

to trying to clarify, whether -

t11 TRb WITUESS: I know what you're 

f 12 saying. It's very clear and I think -

* 5 13 but I didn't see that so I have no knowl

14 edge, presumably in lookin at something Ctf 
7

is and -- but again, let se make sure you 

; I understand what this guy's attesting to.  

17 nR. NlRPeT: Well, I understand tat.  

I ll I don't have any probles at all with that, 

9 19 no. I just -- whbn I was looking through 

I that, there's not only one -- if it was 

21 one I would say they just sessed the date 

up, but there's a bunch of them.  

73 T5E WITNESS: Well, it's important 

for you to understand that, and I testi

t ied to thrs as a matter of fact, because 

AAA REPORTING COMPANY. INC.  
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X was, yeo hkow, trylis to get to the 

2 bottom of this Leass. What yoe have to 

Ssaderstan4 ista that other things were 

*occUrring. Like I say, a**d I' sot sar* o 

I this time ctrae, bat certairly by the time 

6 I1 st ated reviewla& the enclosures with 

7 7 the responsible people is ters oet askitg 

a questions, other cthtnl -- I'd get other 

9 Latormation, for example -- sost of them 

1 frco the Bewspaper. eowspapers woWld coeo 

2 I out with a report saying that some company, 

J tie oxa contractor announced that ;he cocrcete 

j 13 at Watts Bar is lossy &ad the beLdiLg ito 

. Is going to fall down, almost is those words.  

is And I would call Kelly and say wast a 

* &ainste, bow -- iso there any impact o what 

tr this guy is saying, how does that fit is, 

to or I thik the seismic treachb was one of 

x o the iesses that came ap, so they say bave 

I 2 at some time, and Cthink probably did, 

21 based on that evidence, had something 

S n that they were about ready to present. I 

23 asked a lot of other qaestions, *d6 then 

4 there was a :te frase in earLy N -cn wtefn 

15 our efforts very such turned to two other 

AAA ORTINoC COMPAitN. ic.  
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t I isses to resolve that even had greater 

2 importance than this. One was Voluse I 

12  of the nuclear pertormance manual and one 

* was my teatimoya. Lad so there was a 

2 5 period of time where I would believe that 

3 this thinr probably just i ·somewhere. I 

7 don't kaow what those records of the 

I vartoios revisioss show but it wouLdn't 

9 surprise se at all it they sat there until 

xS after those two major thiags were done and 

SIt then kind of recommenced.  

12 BT MR. MRPEYT: 

SI We*Oll, I mean, is it sate to assume or 

N 1 can we assume that there was no changes in the 

I I technical responses between February 20th and 

SMairch 26th? 

- 17 A I's not in a position to say.  

S II 0 I don't know either. KIs asking.  

9 A go, I'm not in a position to say that 

I onecause I never reviewed those things. Mr. KIely 

* 2 may know.  

I n 0 Oka).  

j3 T5t WITNtSS: Can we take a break.  

MR. WILLIANSON: We'll ftak five.  

She tire is 18:20.  

cA EwUT C"Mu pper.IC
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(Vhereupon, a brief recess was 

2 takean.) 

3 MR. WILLIAIRSON: The time is 3:35.  

4  ARIfATIZO 

Ss5 mT MR. WILLIAISOnt 

.* Mr. White, during our interview of a 

7 number of people at -- both TVA employees and I I* guess loan masagers or coasaltarts a term 

9 surfaced with regard to the response, the cover 

SoI letter, March 20 cover letter, and the 

It attachments. I's going to put than all in there 

12 together. And this was apparently an effort, an 

£ 13 active effort to provide what was termed a 

1 strategic response to the WRC. Two questions.  

i it The first one -

t 16 MR. CEBARNOFF Who espressed that 

* 17 ters? 

"MR. WILLIAMSON; Both TVA employees 

I 0 this time, and also some loan managers.  

21 The word strategic response was mentioned 

2 in responding to this January 3rd letter.  

23 By MN. WILLIANSONt 

240 Are you familiar with that tern? 

25 A go. As I familiar with the tar 

AAA 21CTPOl2= COIPANY. INC.  
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1 strategic, yes. In the connotation of this 

2 this., no, I an not.  

3 Q Are you familiar with any strategy that 

4 was developed by yoa or your people with regard 

I 5 to responding to this concern, a specific 

3 strategy? 

7 A The only strategy, I don't vant to call 

Isg it that, that I can discuss and what I'v* already | 

9 told you in terms of what I wanted, I guess I 

3 1o could classify it as a strategy, was to find out IIt the truth and those type of things. If somebody 

j2 labeled that a strategy, I don't know.  

S13 Well, particularly in regard to a 

14 strategy or strategic response in regard to a, 

|f 15 either a fear, a real or perceived or imagined 

16 perception that responding to the NRC could 

- 17 possibly jeopardise the licensing of Watts Bar if 

* i you didn't say you were in compliance with 

I , Appendix 050.  

20 A no. Well, let me make sure I 

21 understand. What you're saying was as I familiar 

22 with the term strategic response as it applies to 

W3 Watts Bar licensing or this Appendix 030 Letter 

24. and the answer to no. I've already said that in 

,,,certainly in the discussions I asked, as I said 

AAA REPORTIMG COMPANY. MC.  
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1 earlier, asked questions abost the posasible 

2 impacts of compliance or nonacsmpliance and it 

3 didn't amake any difference to me., you know, in 

Sterms of what I intended to do.  

Ss0 Was there any ea*ntion that responding 

6 naegatively by saying that you're not in 

7 compliance with Appendix 0*0 that TVA or Watts 

I Bar in particular might be associated with Siaser 

9 or another project that had been closed down.  

I° A Simser case up at one time in a 

I* conversation, and I don't remember with whom it 

12 was, and I don't frankly recall getting a hell of 

I T3 a lot out of that conversation other than at 

14 Plant Siaser they had some problems, the problems 

Sis were tisable, and the backers decided they didn't 

S16 want to finance it and so it never was going to 

17 be completed. And that's the thrust of my i oi recollection of Siaser.  

S t 0 And additionally in response to the 
9 

2 term strategic, was any concerted effort on your 

S21 part or the managers' parts or the advisors' 

S 2 parts to address - and we touched on this 

23 earlier -- to address only the proqrasatic 

24 aspects of Appendix 050 and not the 
I; 

25 isplesentation aspects? 

SAAA REPORTING COMPANY. INC.  
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I A Wot to me. Not to me in terms of a 

2 discuaston of whether or not anyone ever used the 

3 word -- and I tried to describe that earlier.  

* Programatic is included and that may have 

Ss occurred, but I don't recall anyone saying to me, 

3 look we only want to answer -- what you're saying 

S 7 i give a part answer to tbis thing, and I don't 

I I recall anyone ever broachinq sootbhing like that 

9 to *me.  

t10 0 Was there ever a discuseion about the 

it possibility of embarassing the BRC, you know, as 

r 12 a licensing entity because, you know, through 

13 inspection efforts in the past they had possibly 

S 4 failed to identify some of the problems with the 

|1 15 quality assurance program at TVA? 

S1 A With reference to the Appendix **5 

5 issue and response, no. With reference to TVA in 

a t a general, I'm not sure I would say that there was 

19 a discussion but I've been asked questions by 

2 congressmen and senators from the valley, I think 

21 all of thea private, I'* not sure any of them 

S22 were public, of WRC's part in TVA's problems, and 

23 I have said and I've tried to carefully avoid, 

4 and I say have said this publicly, where I tried 

7 to keep TVA myself -- and oy TVA, out of the 
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Stight between some Lndividual and the *RC. 1 

2 certainly have had discussions subsequent to the 

3 March letter where I probably have told people 

4 that I'm trying to aske every effort to not get 

5 into that kind of situation, which, you know, I 

* don't think I've ever used the word that it would 

7 be embarassing for the NRC, but I's not certainly 

a going out of my way to cause .RC embarrassment 

9 because I'm not knowledgeable, frankly,. I can 

10 only go secondhand information, what people tell 

it me and I have used the phrase that there's enough 

12 blame Po go around.  

13 MR. WILLIANSON: Go ahead.  

S| KR. REINBART: I don't have anything.  

is KR. MORPBY: I just have about three 

i6 quick ones.  

17 IZAMrIATIOE 

Is BY MR. MURPEI t 

o a0 You said in preparation of the June 5th 

20 letter that you were asked to do that or 

21 encouraged to do that by at least Mr. Taylor and 

22 Mr. Thompson.  

23 A And Mr. Stello, I believe.  

24 Q Did they indicate what that letter 

25 should contain? 
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A 0o. In other words they tdidnt say 

A, or and C, no. It was more -- it was a *ore 

general thing. You know, if you -- maybe if you 

write another letter and explain this then it 

will help, provide other explanations. It was a 

general thing.  

0 You indicated also that -

A And let ms say I don't think any of 

those men did anything wrong in providing me 

that, that suggestion.  

Q I'm not suggesting that they have.  

A Well, I know a lot of people might 

think that and I don't.  

o0 's just trying to clarity the record.  

You also said, and correct me it I'm wrong, but 

at that meeting of March 11th, 1986, you were 

pressured or at least felt pressure from 

Commission Asselstine to respond to the Appendix 

'2' issues. Is that -

A That's correct.  

o And how was that stated? 

MS. IBAOSRt Tou mean how did Mr.  

Asselstine make his statement; is that 

what you mean? 

MR. nURPSY: Yes. basicallv.- - - - - - - ^ .
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I TaE WITIISS: I can't take the -- I 

2 can't take the ites in that isolation. I 
3  have to refer back firat to the meetinag 

in early January at which it was very 

5 clear to me that he was sensitive and 

6 *wanted this thing answered. I'd have to 

7 look at thb testimony precisely, but there 

a was a series of qoestions in which he was 

* asking me about TVA's QA program and I 

f 10 think specifically bow it was in the past.  il At what point in time would I say these 

12 things. And to ms it was clear that his 

13 thrust was dealing with Appendix '*' issues 

S146 somewhere in there, either in the testimony 

if t or a discussion with hibs * 4e I believe, 04; 

S16a and let me revivw it. I think I said -

17 By Mn. MUrPYT: 

i Q 0 Page 100, look in that area.  

1t  A I think I said to his that I'd have it 

1 in a couple of weeks, that I was tryinag to get my 

21 arms around it and every time I did something 

I 2a squirted out, or words to that affect.  

23 0 There's some testimony, but I don't 

24 ;know exactly what it was.  

25 A Yes, okay. Thats' what I was just 
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1 referring to from my recollection, Page 99 of the 

2 testimony of what he was saying.  

3 MS. BAUSER: That's the testimony of 

SMarch II, 1916. just for the record.  

5 MR. KRgPmTt That's what I asked the 

3 question about.  

7  TER WITHESSt What is the question? 

I 3BT MR. MURPrTt 

9 In what regard did you feel pressure 

Sto tfrom Mr. Asselstine to get that letter out? 

t1 A Let me tell you that reading a 

12 transcript, of course, gives -- is a very bland 

13 report of things. There wasn't any question in 

S 14 my mind from the intensity of his questions and 

i ;15 the types of questions that I felt that pressure.  

16 There was no question, you know. You know, the 

8 7 fact that one of the Commissions, you know, in 64 

S11 the tone of voice that I certainly recollect, was 

o saying, you know, do you have a plan when you 

2 think you are going -- it dpeands, you know -- do 

21 you have a plan for when you think you're going 

I " to be able to respond to the letter on quality 

23 assurance, particularly as it relates to Watts 

S'Bar. And then I asked his are you referring to 

.; the Appendix 'B' letter in the subsequent 

AAA ZPO3TINC COMPANY. INC.  
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paragraph, and he says yes, and then it goes on 

2 to -- to me, clearly putting pressure on a* by 

3 indicating, you know, I've gone back and looked 

4 at some of these things and there are things 

S that it seems to show me certain things. Rave 

6 you looked at that? I clearly felt pressure from 

Z 7 bhi to get it and I think somewhere I told him 

S that I would try to do it within a couple of 

S weeks. Ohb, within the next two weeks I think I 

j 10 will be in a position to answer the Appendix 'a* 

1r letter. That in itself put pressure on me.  

S12 0 I just wanted to clarify that.  

13 A YTe, okay.  

1 N 0 ow, were you ever told by Mr. Idgar, 

is who is your personal attorney, that you must 

i to respond positively to the RC7? 

t 17 A no. When you say positively, I's not 

is sure -- I don't recall that phrase being used. I 

1 9 o n ju , ^o* kF&*J W * S /- be. -

* rma!i ae aaraa -yea h-aw b6i6", 

|I honestn) objectivaeK, that kind of thing. But 

231 in teras of determining something, pb.*aaa, for 

2 2 eXample, if the thing case up negative he would 

23 never have advised me to respond poittively.  

24 MS. BAUSER: When you say positiveLy 

;5 you sean to say that when you're in 
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' compliance with Appendix '1*? 

2 KiM. NCaP«tr With Appendix *I* Tyo.  

3  TaE WITZESS: I don't think Mr. Edgar 

4 ever would say to me even though it's 

S negative, ake* it positive. That would be 

6 an tIncredible thing nad he just wouldn't 

7 do that.  

b yT MR. MUMPEY.  

SDid Mr. Edgar ever relate to you that 

o0 in fact the only thing you'd done up to date was 

It to make personnel changes prior to March 20th and 

z bhad not really changed anything at TVA? 

13 A no. And I would say in his position as 

I& my attorney, he wouldn't be in a position to know 

is what I'd done. And I don't, you know, I'd have 

i1 to see what whoever it was said be said, but 

17 anyone familiar with it knew in that period of 

ig time we'd made some remarkable -- embarked on 

it some remarkable things.  

30 0 Okay. las anyone in TVA suggested to 

21 you in personal dealings with thes that this 

2 statement was made by Mr. Ndgar? 

23 A no, no.  

24 N S. BAUSER: The preceding statesent.  

25 MR. MURPBY: Yes.  
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Tax VITSSt We understand each other.  

MR. MURpTst All right. I don't bhave 

any other questions.  

MR. WILLIAMSON: Do you have anything

MR. RO1IS315o 

question.

I Just have one finalI 

161 

I 
1 

I 9 

N „ 
3 n 

23 

24 

25I 

I.

KXAMINATIOU 

P BY MX. ROBIIESON: 

0 In the little diagram that you drew for 
** before regarding your discussion with Mr.  

Kelly, from one end of the spectrum, pervasive 

breakdown to the other end of the spectrum, 

perfect program to this point with your twelve 

months effective, have you formed an independent 

judgment in your mind as to when a QA program 

crosses the line from compliance to noncompliance 

with Appendix *1*7 

A It's a judgmentaJ thing. i haven't, 

you know, again I rely on *eperts in the area, 

but I think I haven't seen anything yet to cause 

me to say we've crossed that boundary. Not to 

say that I might not find it, but I haven't to 

date.  

0 So you would still bas.ca.lly rely on 
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I experts to make that call -

2 A Io, you know, I'B not trying to absolve 

irmyself tfro the responsibility for making the 

4 call because it is my responsibility, but for 

5 exaaple it didn't trouble ms at all to say we'd 

6 had signiticant breakdowns in parts of the 

S y7 welding program, the issuance of the stop work 

a orders. That didn't cause me to believe nor my 

9 experts to advise me, if I can say it that way, 

t10o that we had crossed over the line. And it will I It be a judgmental thing if and when we do.  

12 MR. ROBIrSOP: That's all I have. Is 

13 there anything else that you wish to add 

I 14 that we haven't covered? 

5 MS. BAUSER: Can we take a break for a 

* 1 sinute and talk? 

5 17 KMR. ROBINSOW: Do you have anything, 

S11 Len, before the break? 

19 MR. WILLIANSOW: go, no. I'l going to 

close it up.  

211 We're off the reer;4 at 3:52.  

2 . (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.) 

MR. WILLIANSON: Let's go back on the 

record. The time is 4:20.  

In closing, Mr. White, we appreciate 
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your time and cooperation in our effort to 

2  conduct this investigation. Tou've provided 

a lot of information which we'll be 

'* reviewing and it probably will precipitate 

5S additional interviews and/or additional 

6 document reviews. Of course, there's a 

SI7 chance that we would need to talk with you 

s* again and we'll sake arrangements at a later 

9 date, and we trust that you will continue to 

S10 be cooperative with us in this effort.  

11 In closing, I'd like to ask you, Nr.  

12 White, have I or any other NRC 

13 representative here threatened you in any 

14 way or offered you any ceward in return for 

S15is this testiaony? 

16 TER WITYNESS: no.  

S7 MR. WILLIANSON: Save you given this 

I is testiaony freely and voluntarily? 

SIt TuM WITNESS: Tes.  

I 2 M. WILLIAMSOWt Is there any 

21 additional information you would like to add 

& 22 to the record at this time? 

23 TiE WITNESS: Tes, I would.  

24 If I say, I realiea it's late in the 

25 iday but I would like to put in perspective 
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1  in one place a brief and succinct, in a 

2 brief and succinct manner, my views or 

3 position. And it's not intended that these 

4 views cover everything that we've discussed 

5 in the last two days.  

* I learned in the Wavy, perhaps the best 

S7 teacher in nuclear busainess of all time, the 

I importance of acknowledging and facing the 

I9 facts as they are and not as you wish thas 

Sto10 to be. And this is what I call the 

11 unvarnished truth and it's one of the things 

12 that I'm trying to instill at TVA.  

13 I recognize that Whe MRC, like ame, has 

S14 a tremendous responsibility to assure the 

1 is ,public health and safety. To fulfill that 

39 16^ responsibility both the *RC and I must have 

5 17 prompt accurate information. Tou must have 

g ,it from the licensees and I must have it 

3 19 from my organisation.  

SSEveryone knew, I believe, by the tine I 

21 arrived at TVA, everyone being the TVA, the 

2 yRC, Congress and the public, that there 

23 were a lot of problems at TVA. I've 

*IS 24 testified here as to what I belLeve the 

25 enormous magnitude of the probles, the 

AL.A RMCORTING COMPANY. MC.  
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1 overall problem at TVA which I'm trying to 

2 resolve secorrect. CA64 

3I Specifically on Appendix 0B0 I believe 

4 that I set in motion a thorough process to 

5 respond to the KRC question. I believe it 

6 was a - what I would consider troa my own 

7 Navy background, I would call it a very 

a formal and disciplined approach.  

STou've beard ms say that I brought in 

10 outsiders who were experienced in these 

iI matters, with recent experience, who would, 

S12 among other .hings talk to the WSRS people 

13 who had these perceptions. Additionally, 

14 for further assurance, you heard me say that 

Sis I had a second group in whom I retlied, the 

S16 second group being of either greater 

S17 experience in many areas in nuclear power.  I 
Ill I required that there be documentary beckup 

9 'to bwhat we were doing so that the NRC could 

| come in and determine how and why we formed 

21 the conclusions that were formed.  

s 2 In addition to those things I required 

23 certification by the individuals providing 

24 the facts to attest to those facts as being 

25 the true situation.  
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1  In addition to that, I required 

2 concurrences on the letter roam the 

3 principal senior people involved.  

41 In addition to that, I, through hours 

5 of questioaing of responsible senior 

6« individuals involved assured myself that 

Z 1they were personally familiar with the facts 

I * and the issues, particularly with regard to 

S9 the enclosures.  

10 And Zinally, in addition to all thoe« 

1 l things -- well, delete that.  

P 12 Let's get on to what the letter says.  j 
** U First of all, the question that I felt 

1 Is I was asked was are these requirements being 

N not. It was in the present tense and so the 

- 6 look was principally at current activities 

5 17 only at Watts Bar to determine the basis for 
U 
3 lthe SRS's perceptions to determine if they 

19 iwould lead to a conclusion of overall 
5 

2 y noncompliance with Appendiz els.  

21 This was obviously written as a 

* npreliminary response to the NRC. I was 

23 answering whether we were in overall 

compliance at that time based on the issues 

o0 the bases provided by the PSRS for their 
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perceptions.  

The past was looked at only with regard 

to whether those bases from the WSKS, 

provided by them, indicated thereId been a 

pervasive 0A breakdown. The letter made 

clear that there was much left to 

investigate, including those eleven 55S 

perceptions.  

The letter anticipated that we would 

find other things wrong and I would keep the 

NRC informed.  

And finally, i also explained the 

letter to the addressee who would receive it 

to ensure that the letter was responsive to 

the question it asked on the 3rd of January.  

Now, some people have interpreted the 

latter entirely out of context. Some people 

say that the letter says that Watts Bar was 

built in accordance and compliance with 

Appendix m50. The letter does not say that.  

I have never said that.  

Some interpret the letter to any that 

the ISRS concerns are without merit. The 

letter does not say that and I have never 

said that. Some interpret the letter to say 
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that there are no problems at Watts gat.  

The letter does not say that, I have never 

said that, and I believe that's even 

acknowledged by the MAC letter of the 16th 

of May.  

In the time I've been in this position 

at TVA I have testitted to the commissioners 

twice, three times to Congrevr, sauerous 

times to the MRC staff and submitted volumes 

of the performance plan, the corporate and.  

two of the sites. In each of those 

occasions and in those documents, I have 

been blunt and open in any discussions of 

TVA's problems. As I said today at Watts 

bar for ezample in 1915 alone we submitted 

1300 nonconformance reports, available for 

your resident inspector to reviewf. And 70 6 

of those resulted in S0551 reports to the 

MRC.  

In view of those things, anyone who 

would review those, I would ask the question, 

do those things sound either like an 

*zecutive or an organization that is trying 

to hide or obfuscate a probles? And I say 

clearly not, clearly not. No reasonable
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person could review the transcripts of those 

2 briefings to the commissioners, to the 

3 Congress, to the staff or those plans that I 

* mentioned. Anyone with whom I have talked 

SS in conversations with the URC, anyone who 

* would review those things, and you could 

S ' Bno reasonable person could come to any other 

I conclusion than the whole way that we have 

1 conducted the business since my *arrival has 

to been with complete candor. And ! think the 

: I KRC is entitled to that. I think you must I 2 have that from any licensee and I hope that 

13 you'll agree that I've conducted myself vith 

St14 you for two days with that same candor.  

ISI finally would say that I do 

16 appreciate the overall manner in whvbich 

17 you've conducted this. It's hard for you 5 
ji 'nd it's hard for me but you're obviously 

19 professionals in your business and I 

20 appreciate it.  

21 MR. WILLIANSO;N: Any other comments? 

S 22 Thank you again, Mr. White. This 

23 interview is concluded at 4:35 on July 15th, 

24 1987.  

25 (Proceed ings concluded.) 
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merelyo 

Change 'ask' to 'answer'
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1. 2 

1. 6 

1. 10 

L. 17 

L. 21

Change "less to -lesser* 

Change Less" to *still Lesser

Change "lookin" to "looking" 

Change 'say" to "sat' 

Change tfrankly. to 'frankly, as to ONC's role 
in this.' 

Change testimrny to 3arch 11 testimony 

Change "afters to *afterwards' 

Change 'corissions to 'Comissioners' 

Change 'don't even recall the phrase, you know, 
being" to do recall, you knov, his saying 

Change "honestly. objectively," to "honest, 
objective" 

Delete the word "phrases," 

Change "believe the" to "believe is thew 

Change "an" to "and" 

Change "involved assured" to *involved, assured" 

Change "an" to "and" 

Change "reviee" to revievw" 

Change "question" to "question,"
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